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Introduction and Objectives

Biofilm presence in soils is known to significantly affect hydraulic properties by increasing the soil water holding capacity

and by reducing its hydraulic conductivity. Up to date, most of the research has been focused on saturated conditions, while

only a limited attention was devoted to unsaturated conditions. In particular, biofilm effect on unsaturated hydraulic

properties was evaluated only by using biofilm analogues. In the current study we use both biofilm analogue and soils

inoculated by microbial biofilms to experimentally study the effect of biofilms on the unsaturated hydraulic properties under

water flow conditions.

Summary and Conclusions

• New method to measure soil hydraulic properties of biofilm-affected soils by growing soil-biofilm in a batch and 

using the evaporation method

• The biofilm increases soil water retention and decreases hydraulic conductivity throughout the entire range of 

matric head. We note that much of the water is held immobile within the biofilm.

• Future reasearch: a) study of biofilm spatio-temporal arrangement at the pore and Darcy scale and its effect on 

variably-saturated flow b) studies using non-batch (flow) growing conditions.
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Methods - analogue

Red loamy sand (‘Hamra’) soil was mixed with varying amounts of Xanthan powder

(0.00%, 0.05%, 0.10%, 0.25% m/m, two replicates) and packed to a bulk density of

1.60 g cm-3 in 250 cm3 cylinders. Samples were then saturated with water in a

vacuum chamber while soil swelling was prevented by an overburden pressure.

Evaporation experiments were conducted using the UMS HYPROP© measurement

system (a). Soil hydraulic properties were identified by inverse modeling using the

Hydrus-1D code coupled to the SCE-UA iterative search scheme.

Methods – real biofilm

Hamra was inoculated with a bacterial suspension of Pseudomonas putida F1 (b)

and incubated under unsaturated conditions (50% saturation) for 1-2 weeks (c). The

concentration of growth media (LB) varied between treatments. After incubation, soil

was gently packed in small cylinders, and flushed to remove growth-media residues.

Evaporation experiments were conducted using the UMS HYPROP© measurement

system. To minimize bacterial growth during the measurements, soil samples were

placed under refrigerated conditions (~7C). The humidity of the air was reduced to

guarantee sufficiently large evaporation rates which limited the duration of all

experiments to < 2 weeks (d). The soil hydraulic properties of biofilm-loaded soils

were determined using the simplified method of Schindler (e). Soil water retention is

computed by assigning the effective water content to the average matric head and

hydraulic conductivity is calculated by the Buckingham-Darcy law considering the

head difference between the two tensio- meters in the HYPROP unit and the

evaporation rate determined from the change in mass.

Results – analogue (Xanthan)

The hydraulic properties for the Xanthan-amended soils present an interesting picture. Apparently, the change in soil water

retention (f) is limited to suctions smaller than 104 cm. The hydraulic conductivity functions (g) and (h) show an even more

pronounced effect of the addition of xanthan reaching close to two orders of magnitude in the wetter range.

Results – real biofilm

Water retention curves and hydraulic conductivity functions of clean and biofilm-amended soils are shown in (i) and (j),

respectively. Each curve is the average of 2-3 replicates. The biofilm in each treatment was characterized by the total organic

carbon (TOC) consumed by the bacteria and by a viable count of the bacterial cells. Results indicate distinct differences

between soils amended by biofilm and the

reference ‘clean’ soil. Soil water retention

is increased, particularly at the dry end of

the curve, where the amended soils are

wetter by 2-3% for a given matric head.

Differences are minimal at the wetter end

of the scale. For hydraulic conductivity, the

differences are much more pronounced;

conductivity for the soil containing biofilm is

lower by about half an order of magnitude

for any given matric head. A correlation between the hydraulic properties and amount of biofilm (in terms of viable counts and

specifically the TOC consumed) becomes evident. This correlation is, however, less pronounced than the difference between

amended and non-amended soils. Possibly this is caused by the limited accuracy of biofilm quantification methods (viable

count, TOC, protein quantification) and their ability to represent biofilm volumes.
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